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not in it, at half the cost. If they got a place near a golf links he
could learn to play golf. There wasn't much sense in hitting
about an expensive little ball from place to place until you
lost it, and then beginning all over again day after day,
but men seemed to find something in it and some women even
went so far in humouring them as to play the game with them,
but she couldn't imagine herself going as far as that. But it
helped a man to get to know people and it took him out of
himself, and Mrs Tewler No. 2 was very clear on the necessity
of taking Edward Albert out of himself.
He might get a nice little car and learn to drive it. "Why
not ? Then he ought to look into his affairs more than he had
been doing. He would be able to restore his overstrained
resources by saving and finding suitable mortgages. He might
get to friendly terms with his bank manager and find local
opportunities. If they were to get near a big seaside town they
would be able to run in and see cinemas and things, and there
would be schools presently for Henry. And doctors.
All these possibilities floated into his mind from the second
Mrs Tewler's occasional remarks, and most of them he made
his own, and expanded and reproduced for her always respect-
ful approval. They sought a home according to her specifica-
tions and they found one near the golf links at Casing, twelve
miles and a half from the borough boundary of Brighthampton
on Sea. It stood in a row of kindred little villas, Morningside
Prospect, fundamentally alike but varied by differences in their
bow windows, gothic stone work, green slates or tiles, red
brick or white roughcast, so that each had a certain in-
dividuality of its own*
Individuality, mitigated uniformity, was the ruling idea
of the Casing Prospect Estate Company. Its leading director,
seeking something a little different from the Avenues, Terraces,
Roads, Gardens and Places that dominate building estate
nomenclature, came one day on some mention of the Nevsky
Prospekt and seized upon it with the decision of genius.
Morningside Prospect faced the sunrise and its back gardens
glowed in the afternoon. Sundown Prospect was back to
back with it, separated from it by a great profusion of tamarisk

